September 2017

BLADE Press Backgrounder:
Breakthrough Laminar Aircraft Demonstrator in Europe
Key messages:
~ BLADE stands for: “Breakthrough Laminar Aircraft Demonstrator in Europe”.
~ Airbus is the leader for this project. BLADE is part of Clean Sky Smart Fixed Wing Aircraft Integrated
Technology Demonstrator (SFWA - ITD).
~ BLADE is an EU industry-supported R&T technology demonstrator programme as and such there is
no link to any possible future aircraft programme. Clearly, upon successful demonstration and maturity
of this technology, it could then possibly be considered for applicability in a future aircraft programme.
~ Laminar wings have not been used in commercial aviation because the technology up to now was not
mature enough. And the technology has not been fully tested in flight so far to validate it.
~ The new laminar wing sections were installed by Airbus in Tarbes to be flight-tested in place of the
previous outer wings of our A340 (MSN01) ‘testbed’ (around 150 flight hours planned).
~ The rapid and recent developments of numerical flow simulation tools now enables us to design,
build, demonstrate and validate an optimized natural laminar flow wing.
~ Underscoring Airbus’ industry leadership and commitment to innovation and R&T for the benefit of
global air transport.
~ BLADE project aim to demonstrate that the laminar technologies are ready for smart wings.
~ Reduction in wing friction: up to 50%.

Background:
The purpose of Smart Fixed Wing Aircraft - Integrated Technology Demonstrator (SFWA - ITD) is to
take innovative technologies, concepts and capabilities that are currently at Technology Readiness
Level 3 (“TRL 3”) – and which demonstrate the potential to contribute to providing a step change in CO2
emission levels – and developing and validating them at TRL 6.
BLADE project, standing for Breakthrough Laminar Aircraft Demonstrator in Europe, has been launched
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in 2008. The BLADE project’s prime aim is to accelerate the industrialisation of future laminar wings.
BLADE is the largest flight test demonstrator ever launched in the world. BLADE will demonstrate the
viability of laminarity for commercial aircraft, via testing two concepts of representative Natural Laminar
Flow (NLF) wing. The new wing sections are close in size/configuration to a possible future wing for a
short-range / single-aisle airliner. These new test wing sections are installed and to be tested in place of
the previous outer wings of a large A340 widebody aircraft ‘testbed’.
One of the new wings is made of an integrated upper cover and leading edge in Carbon Fibre
Reinforced Plastic: CFRP (SAAB concept on the port wing) and the other one is made of a separate
upper cover in CFRP and a metallic leading edge (GKN concept on starboard wing). The project
intends to test natural laminarity sustainability in real operational conditions, in order to be able to
properly specify & design (by specifying manufacturing tolerance requirements) future laminar
components/wing for a next generation commercial aircraft.
Aerodynamic, flight control laws related to the specific shape of the natural laminar wing has been
defined by Airbus experts and validated through a set of ground test (wind tunnel, simulator
sessions).Expected benefit of laminar wing is to reduce the aircraft drag (up to 8% for a short range)
and then decrease fuel burn (Short Range Aircraft is up to 5% net fuel burn saving on an 800nm
mission).
The BLADE project led by Airbus is aggregating 21 partners (entities including SMEs and Research
centres), providing their design, manufacturing or testing skills to provide parts or checks of the BLADE
flying aircraft. Major partners are: 5micron, Aernnova, Airbus, ARITEX, ASCO, BIAS, Dassault Aviation,
DLR, DNW, EURECAT, FTI Engineering Network, GKN Aerospace, INCAS, ITAINNOVA, NLR,
ONERA, Romaero, Saab, Safran, SERTEC, VEW-GmbH. The role of Airbus & each partners is detailed
in a dedicated document. On top of structural modification, Airbus led the other Aircraft system
modifications (fuel, hydraulic, electric…) induced by the wing transformation, then enabling the
experimentation.
The Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) is another challenging & innovative aspect of the BLADE project.
On top of classical in-flight measurements (temperature, pressure, accelerometer…), various specific
measurement has been developed by Airbus and some partners.
 Laminar flow transition location on the wing thanks to hot films & Infra-red cameras;
 NLF wings surface quality and deformation thanks optical measurement (reflectometry);
 NLF wings shape measurement in flight with loads and inertial sensing technologies (IMU);
 NLF wings local/precise deformation thanks internal mechanical sensor (Waviness Beam).
Airbus Research & Technology program is using several aircraft in order to test new technologies within
a department called “Flight Lab”. BLADE is part of this program and is implemented on the A340-300
MSN1 Aircraft. A dedicated hangar has also been constructed in Tarbes to house the BLADE (and
other Flight Lab project) reconfiguring working party.
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Started in 2008, the following event has already been successfully performed by the BLADE team.
 April 2010:
Concept Freeze review;
 December 2010: NLF Wings A maturity review;
 January 2013 :
NLF Wings B maturity closure review;
 November 2014: NLF Wings C maturity closure review;
 April 2015:
Start of the NLF upper covers manufacturing;
 December 2015 : Start of NLF wings assembly at Aernnova facility;
 April 2016 :
Start of the Blade Working Party in Tarbes (jigs & platforms installation);
 June 2016:
Removal of the A340-300 MSN1 legacy wings;
 August 2016:
NLF wings assembled by Aernnova delivered to Airbus for painting;
 November 2016: End of the NLF wings join up to the Aircraft;
 February 2017:
Aircraft Power-On;
 August 2017:
End of Systems & FTI installation, testing and calibration.
The BLADE project aims to run a series of flights grouped into two flight test campaigns – the first one
in the 4th quarter of 2017 and the second one in 2018 to extensively test and characterize ‘laminarity’
robustness in representative operational conditions.
The overall project led by Airbus Flight Lab Team deployed simplified methods and tools in order to
properly monitor the following transverse functions: project, configuration, quality, Validation &
Verification (V&V) cycle, permit to fly and safety management.
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